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E6.1: Consider a system of two synchronised traffic lights A1 and A2 with phases red (r), 

redYellow (ry), green (g) and yellow (y). Assume that one light is red exactly during the 

phases redYellow, green and yellow of the other light. 

a) Draw a time-condition diagram for A1 and A2. 

b) Identify all instances of a direct cause, if A1 is considered only by itself. 

c) Identify all instances of a direct cause in the whole system. 

d) Identify an example of a sufficient direct cause. 

e) Give an example of a necessary direct cause. 

f) Give all instances of a necessary and sufficient termination. 

g) Give an example of a sufficient termination. 

h) Give an example of a necessary termination. 

i) Find an example of a strong sustain. 

j) Find an example of a sufficient prevention. 

 

 

E6.2: A service lift handles two floors. At each floor, buttons are situated to call the lift or to 

send it to the other floor. There are shutters to access the lift at each floor. If one of the 

shutters is open the lift must not ascend or descend in order to prevent injuries of any 

humans at the shutter. 

 

There are the following conditions: 

Condition Description 

shutter1_open The shutter at the first floor is open. 

shutter2_open The shutter at the second floor is open. 

lift_at_floor1 The lift is at the first floor. 

lift_at_floor2 The lift is at the second floor. 

lift_ascending The lift is ascending. 

lift_descending The lift is descending. 

lift_halted_ascending The lift halted while it was ascending. 

lift_halted_descending The lift halted while it was descending. 

button1_floor1_on The button on the first floor to call the lift is active (has been 

pressed but lift has not arrived yet). 

button2_floor1_on The button on the first floor to send the lift to the second floor is 

active (see above). 

button1_floor2_on The button on the second floor to send the lift to the first floor is 

active (see above). 

button2_floor2_on The button on the second floor to call the lift is active (see above). 

 

a) Draw a time-condition-diagram for the following scenario: The lift is at the first floor. 

Someone puts some food into the lift and (after closing the shutter) sends it to the second 

floor. There another person takes the food out and sends the lift back. Suddenly the 

shutter on the first floor is opened while the lift is still descending. 
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b) Specify the casual relations that describe which conditions are direct causes for the lift to 

ascend and descend. 

c) Find four further direct causes. 

d) Give at least three examples where a condition leads to another. 

e) Specify by which conditions the lift is prevented from ascending or descending. 

f) Give three examples of a termination. 

g) Give three examples of a sustain. 

 


